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Twin Cities Regional Group Information
The Rumble Sheet is the official publication of the Twin
Cities Regional Group #46 (TCRG) of the Early Ford V8 Club of America and is sent to all current members
and advertisers. TCRG is chartered by the Early Ford V
-8 Club of America, and is a non-profit corporation in
the state of Minnesota, dedicated to the preservation of
Ford Motor Company vehicles and related historical
materials from the era of the flathead V-8 engines, including all Fords, Mercury's and Lincolns so equipped
from 1932 through 1953.
Club Address
P.O. Box 20236, Minneapolis, MN 55420

Meetings Membership meetings of the
TCRG are held at 7:00 p.m. on the first
Wednesday of almost every month at a site
announced in the Rumble Sheet. Change of
time or site will also be announced in the
Rumble Sheet.
Membership Membership dues for the
TCRG are $25 per calendar year. Membership in the Early Ford V-8 Club of America
(the National Club) is a membership requirement of the Twin Cities Regional
Group.
Submitting Material Please send all materials for publication to Bill Gillies , 1736
Crystal Ave., Arden Hills, MN 55112 or Email wlgillies48@gmail.com. Rumble
Sheet material deadline is the 15th of the
month. E-mail body content (not attachment) is preferred.
Advertising Classified ads are free to
TCRG members, and will run for three
consecutive months. Display ads (business
card size) will run for 12 issues at a cost of
$30. Check under ad for last appearance.
Website TCRG can be visited online at
www.tcrgv8club.org

Twin Cities Regional Group 2021 Board of Directors

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Editor
Membership
Sunshine Lady
Archives
Media Director
Webmaster
Current Board Members

Mike Erickson
Kent Tabako
Gary Rosenberger
Roger Wothe
Bill Gillies
Gordy Ditmanson
Cathy Tabako
OPEN
Ron Long
Lynn Erickson
Joel Bergstrom
Ron Christensen
Tom Murray
Steve Seidel
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320-396-2473
763-755-7535
651-451-2937
952-473-3038
651-633–1564
651-646-8103
763-755-7535
651-714-2740
320-396-2473
651-631-0091
763-208-2244
651-699-1893
763-434-7848

NO GEEZER BREAKFAST
3rd Thursday of the Month

Happy Birthday
January 1

Ron Long

January 1

Lynn Erickson

January 2

Dwight Maxa

January 15

Mary Helling

January 29

George Baker

January 30

Liz Long

Looking Ahead- Membership
Meeting

What’s Ahead
BETTER DAY’S

NO JANUARY MEETING!

President's Message For January 2021
I hope everyone is doing fine… if you are reading this, you made it through 2020!!! There is some light at the
end of the COVID tunnel. People are starting to get vaccinated (including our two front line working daughters).
The club board held its’ second Zoom meeting and we will hopefully begin plans for the All Ford Picnic
soon. If it is safe to do, we should look at having many tours to make up for the ones we couldn’t have in
2020. If you have any ideas or suggestions for areas you would like to tour, please speak up or better yet,
plan the tour.
Looking forward to our spring/summer/fall activities, you might want to consider purchasing some TCRG
apparel. I have checked with our supplier and prices are going to remain the same as last year. Please complete your order form (found on the last page of Rumble Sheet), mail order and check made out to TCRG to
me at 1174 381st Ave NE Stanchfield MN 55080 and I will get items ordered for you.
Don’t forget your annual club dues of $25.00 are due now so we can make out the 2021 Roster. Mail check
made out to TCRG to Gordy Ditmanson PO 40597 St Paul MN 55104. If you have any address or vehicle
changes, please indicate those so the Roster will be correct. Also remember that you must be a member of the
National Early Ford V-8 club to be a member of Twin Cities Regional Group.
Mike Erickson
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Board Meeting Minutes December 17, 2020
Location: Zoom meeting on line. Start time 10:10. Pres Mike and Lynn set up the ZOOM meeting. Thanks
Mike and Lynn.
In attendance for the meeting were Mike Erickson, Bill Gillies, Gordon Ditmanson, Joel Berg
strom, Steve Seidl, Ron Christensen, & Kent Tabaco.
A. Treasurer's Report: Mike reported. We’re still in the black. Account balance posted at the end of the
year.
Expenses: Postage $22, Printing $71.60 Oct RS and $71.60 Nov RS Bill Gillies had RS label
$9.33 Presidents expenses $15.16 Website domain name renewal
B. B. Secretary’s Report: Gary R. Absent
Membership: Gordy, 8 Renewals so far. March 1st deadline for renewals. May send renewal
reminder postcards. Discussion whether to print a new Roster for 2021. Additional changes
plus member changes needed. Decide later.
C. Editor: Bill – January Rumble Sheet (RS) is completed. Bill needs articles for February. Bill’s always
looking for new articles. Give it a try.
D. Upcoming Events: No upcoming events planned at this time.
Board discussed plans for 2021. Hope to do All Ford Picnic in June. Will contact Dunwoody.
Stay tuned.
E. Old Business: Mike reported on club jacket and shirt sales. Same as before. Prices about the same.
F. New Business: Working on the possibility of a Zoom Membership meeting after the first of the year.
Board discussed having a tool sharing link maybe on web site or RS. Mike will work on that. Plan to
write an article for the RS. Also, O’Reilly Auto Parts has tools to loan. When you pick up the tool,
you pay for the cost of replacing the tool. When you return the tool, your money is refunded. Works
great.
G. Other: Board meeting adjourned 11:00am.
Next Board meeting will be on Zoom January 21st 2021. @ 10 am
Respectfully submitted by Joel Bergstrom
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Shucks Shuck… or is it “ Shucks Sabotage” Dan Cragg
It started with what appeared to be the easiest vehicle I have attempted to restore. Little did I know what I was
getting myself into. I purchased the 1936 Ford Cabriolet from Jean Shuck after Duane’s death. We had arranged before he died on a price for the car. It had been sitting in the corner of his garage for years.

SABOTAGE ONE
At first appearance the ‘36 looked like it wouldn't take much to get it running and on the road. Surprise, surprise!!! As it was dismantled, it became apparent the project was going to be a little more than I had anticipated. The first thing was a complete floor replacement from front to rear riser. Then, upon removing the body
from the frame, so much rust damage and rot was present; the frame had to be replaced. In addition, when removing the rear fenders, they too were rusted so badly where they met the body they fell apart! Similarly, the
fire wall had to replaced, new patch panels added all around along with replacement rocker panels and the
rear inner deck panel. Although I had other deck lids and doors, I decided to keep as much of the original car
together so I simply took the time to make the necessary repairs on them.
Other things replaced were swing pedals with ‘39 pedals, two single mounted on the dash master cylinders
with one below the floor , chromed windshield frame, replacement gauges, window regulators, tail lights, gas
tank, radiator, top bow, interior kit, convertible top kit, interior and exterior handles, chrome bumpers with
better brackets, complete package tray and components, NOS rims and radial tires, hydraulic brakes, etc.,etc.,
etc. I had anticipated most of this type of replacement and work beforehand.
The next thing was to have the 8CM Mercury engine rebuilt. I decide to do a modified project for the first
time . I used “39 trani gears with a Columbia rear axle. The engine would have Offenhauser heads, Edelbrock
dual manifold, chrome 97 Carbs with a Unilite distributor and chrome alternator with a 12 volt electrical system. The engine was done by the person who had done all of my previous engine work. He indicated he fixed
a crack, but the engine was okay. After putting it back together and starting it , it sounded fine and was left as
I needed to replace all of the wiring, add an electric fuel pump and turn signal unit along with finishing the
hydraulic brake system.
SABOTAGE TWO
In the meantime, Cliff Helling, where I was working on the car, sold his place . He arranged to have an auction to sell off much of his shop and Ford parts meaning I had to finish the body work and paint the Cabriolet
quickly (which I now regret). It then was stored it in one of his pole barns during the auction. Little did we
know a bird was in the closed barn and decided the Cabriolet a good place to “do his duty’ which in turn affected the new paint and interior. It was cleaned, but damage to the paint meant I will need to repaint the hood
again. This was the beginning of what became of what I called “Shucks sabotage!”
SABOTAGE THREE
After the sale I moved the car to my single car garage in Golden Valley where I started it up to see if everything was working okay. It started immediately and sounded good although the carbs needed to be adjusted
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and I had a vacuum leak caused by the wiper motor. week later when I went to start it , the starter button
seemed to not engage the starter. I had see a spark the last time i disconnected the battery and thought it was
the starter button, so the floor boards came out, the starter button removed and tested along with others I had.
It was somewhat erratic when tested so I replaced it with a better one only to find out it was the starter that
actually needed to be replaced. Again, I tested several of my starters to find a good one, cleaned and painted it
and was ready to get this puppy on the road. But, first I had to create a new floor board as the starter button
was slightly different than the other which I still don’t understand why as they all came out of ‘36 Fords! So a
new floor board was made which when in place would not allow the starter button to exit high enough to be
pushed. Therefore, I created an addition to its length to come through the new floor board. Next, when starting
it after a day or two, I saw it had no oil pressure, even though it had the week before. I change the oil pressure
sending unit, replace the oil filter, added a mechanical oil pressure gauge, replaced the dash gauge, cleaned
the oil lines and still no pressure meaning it was probably the oil pump. I didn’t want to run the engine without oil pressure although, I did start it once or twice ing to somehow get oil pressure. It would run for a few
minutes and then die unless the electric fuel pump was turned on for a few seconds. I read some articles saying the new fuel pumps may be of poor quality from China so two American made replacements were purchased et an previous one, In addition, a fuel block a fuel pressure inline gauge was added replacing the inline
style from the fuel! pump to carb‘s.
SABOTAGE FOUR
In order to get the oil
pump removed, I needed to drop the pan, a
process I had done in
the past on other ‘36's. After doing all the
things necessary to lift
the front of the engine to drop the pan, it became apparent the
8CM pan could not clear the fly wheel no
matter how high the
front of the engine was lifted. The engine
would have to be removed. I knew I could not do this in my one
car garage due to
space, storage and weather conditions. After
checking with a friend
who usually could help with this at his shop,
he indicated he was
too busy with his projects to get me in. I
therefore contacted Jeff Gentz at Headquarters Machine and Restoration in New Hope to arrange to have him
pick up the car and remove the engine. He called a few days later and asked me how many miles I had on the
engine. My reply was the engine was rebuilt therefore, I had not put any mileage on it. He said I should come
and look at the engine. To my surprise, the engine was full of sludge which Clogged the pickup tube, the oil
screen and the oil lines indicating it had not been Cleaned. during the rebuild. In addition, the block was
cracked in three spots with only one partially fixed and the hardened seat resting at an angle! When checking
the pistons, they were the incorrect size which would have caused problems down the road. The crank was
scratched and questionable. So much for a $2800 rebuild! I have found and purchased a new block and crank
while having another in line if needed. So, here I am several years since purchasing the Cabriolet needing another complete engine rebuild along with the convertible top still needing to be put on! So much for a quick
fix! On the other hand, two good things have come out of this dilemma: I enjoyed getting to know and making friends with Jean Shuck and
having the car at the New Hope shop meaning “I haven’t had to purchase winter storage!”
Dan Cragg
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From December’s The Greyhound Express
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Donohue’s 8NCREDIBLE Eclipse’s the 100 Mile per Hour Mark . New Record : 101.1691!
Former NASCAR Cup Series driver Jack Donohue and his famed Ford flathead V8 powered 8N farm tractor
dubbed the “8NCREDIBLE" returned to Wilmington Ohio’s famed “Ohio Mile” and Donohue promptly
topped his own World Record Land Speed run of 96.3185 miles per hour set here in September 2015 . On
his very first pass, Donohue ran an astonishing 101.1691 miles per hour, exceeding his previous record by
close to 5 mph!
Donohue captured attention around the world in 2015, when he eclipsed Ab Jenkin’s World Tractor Land
Speed Record of 67.677 mph set on the Bonneville Salt Flats in Wendover, Utah, in 1935. Jenkin’s record
stood unchallenged for 80 years.
“We had hoped to do this in Bonneville on Ab’s home turf, Donohue said after his run. But unpredictable
weather conditions have caused the cancelation of the annual Land Speed events out there two years running . It’s over 4,000 miles for us to tow there and back and that can be very costly, especially if you get
rained out when you get there."
When asked what his future plans are with his beloved little 8N Ford Donohue said, “since last year when
we set our first record, I have been slammed with requests to appear with the 8NCREDIBLE at fairs, trade
shows, farm machinery and agricultural events. Looks like we have a full-time job right now, just getting
everywhere with it."
Asked if he plans to race the 8NCREDIBLE again: “Sure, if somebody comes along and breaks my record,
then I’d have to fire ‘er back up and do a little something about that!" Donohue said with a with a wide grin
and a twinkle in his eye.
Published: 17 June 2016 By Carrie Greene
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Ab Jenkin’s World Tractor Land Speed Record

Daddy Warbucks and ten cent gas
Little Orphan Annie and Daddy Warbucks were on the radio in 1935 and gas was ten cents a gallon when an
Allis Chalmers model U farm tractor, shod with Firestone tires and driven by land speed legend Ab. Jenkins,
crossed the Bonneville salt at a blistering 67.877 miles-per-hour. Press members that were present to record
the event were stunned by what they had just witnessed. “What a sight that must have been,” Donohue said.
“Never mind a tractor. Back then, very few cars out on the road could go that fast.”
Harvey Firestone and stubborn farmers The Jenkins tractor run was to promote the use of Firestone pneumatic tires on farm tractors. Harvey Firestone, the inventor of the agricultural tire in 1932 and with the aid of the
Allis Chalmers tractor Corporation, was trying to “put America’s farms on rubber.” Until then, tractors were
manufactured with steel wheels. Farmers were reluctant to make the switch, doubting that rubber tires would
last. When the public learned of Jenkins’ wildly successful Bonneville speed run, Allis Chalmers tractors
were suddenly a popular choice of farmers and the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company became the largest
agricultural tire manufacturer in the United States. The historic Bonneville event served to make Ab. Jenkins’ a household name and ushered in a new era in farm equipment technology.
Proving that no land speed run at Bonneville is a cake walk, Ab. Jenkins, a record holder in all types of land
speed vehicles, said his tractor driving experience on the salt, “was like trying to hold onto a frightened bison!” Jenkins never ran a tractor on the salt again.
While the schedule was not as aggressive in 1935, the company was still working the message and Ab Jenkins, who was already planning another series of speed trials on his beloved salt flats in the Mormon Meteor,
dragged along a speedy Allis Chalmers to use as a bit of a warm up act before the main event. The result? He
clocked a speed of nearly 68mph, resetting the mark he had made a year earlier during the Harvey Firestone
attended adventure in Ohio. How did it go? Multiple reports claim that when asked how the tractor rode at
speed, he described it as being atop a, “frightened bison.” There’s good reason the tractor speed attempts by
Jenkins stopped then. The guy was smart enough to know that he didn’t want to survive all his other accomplishments only to meet his maker driving a tractor.
Aug 06, 2014 Brian Lohnes from Bangshift.com
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Brake Drum Retainer, 1939-48 Cars & 39-47 Pickups
A couple of years ago, I noticed a set of these brake drum retainers in the catalog of one of our V8
parts vendors. I bought a set and installed them.
The retainers fit the cars listed above and earlier models that have been converted to hydraulic
brakes using '39 and later brake parts. They vary in price from twenty-five to fifty dollars depending upon which vendor you use. I bought mine from Speedway.
Basically, their purpose is to help prevent you from losing a wheel and drum assembly due the
failure of an axle shaft or retainer nut. It works by captivating the ridge on the back edge of the
brake drum and keeps the assembly from going off
the end of the axle housing, tearing up your fender
and disabling your braking system. The retainers
are easy to install, you do not have to remove the
brake drum.
The retainers are attached to the back side of the
brake backing plate using the two new bolts and
spacers (supplied in the set) which replace two of
the three existing brake cylinder bolts. Do not remove that third bolt. When I was installing mine, I
had to grind some metal from the radius of the retainer to give a clearance of one-eighth inch clearance between it and the brake drum.
It is an easy task, does not cost a lot, and will give
you some alone time with your car. (And your wheels will not fall off) …….
Kent Tabako

FOR SALE:

Did you miss the 2020 Back to the 50's? Well here is your chance to get something to
make you remember. How about a $200.00 gift certificate to Hot Rod Hardware? Yup, I have a certificate
that is good until June 2021 from a local supplier in West Concord MN. I will sell it for the admission fee
for Back to the 50's -- yes, only $35.00They may have something you want or
need www.hotrodhardware.com Give me a call -- Bruce 651-482-8940
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Support our Advertisers!

Add
$2.50
to
Shipping
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Twin Cities Regional Group
Early Ford V-8 Club of America
P.O. Box 20236
Minneapolis, MN 55420
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